


Does creating something useful out of  our waste oil create tolerance 
and understanding of  waste oil dumping from the restaurant 

industry? Does it instill value into something otherwise considered as 
garbage and disposed of  improperly?



There are over 25,000 restaurants within New York City alone that 
create more than 14 million gallons of  waste oil every year. Of  that 
14 million gallons of  waste oil created every year, about 1.4 million 

gallons is never picked up by collection services and is therefore 
dumped into our waterways and sewage systems. SFWOI is a attempt 
to decrease that 1.4 million gallons waste oil illegally dumped every 
year. SFWOI is a project that attempts to bring awareness of  waste oil 

dumping within New York City.
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Oil is delivered, used, and stored in 50 gallon oil drums at the back of  
restaurants awaiting pickup from an oil disposal company.

In many instances waste oil is not picked up but rather dumped 
illegally is three most well known forms (Sink, Toilet, and Sewer) The 
cost of  illegal dumping costs only 5% of  what it would cost to dispose 

of  oil properly.

People go about these actions individually but when millions of  
people go about these actions together they can lead to catastrophic 
consequences such as the depletion of  our New York City watersheds, 

clogged sewers, unsanitary environments, and damage to piping 
infrastructure.



Just One gallon of  waste oil can ruin the taste of  1000 gallons of  fresh 
water



Point of entry: 
Fresh
cooking 
oil

Usage Storage of 
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Wait and pay for 
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Motor oil
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Point of entry: 

Compensation for Waste oil

Tolerance and Understanding
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distribution

The diamgram above illustrates the life of  cooking oil and where my 
point of  entry may be. Fresh cooking oil starts off  at a restaurant, 
gets used, stored, and illegally dumped or downcycled into motor oil, 
car grease, or asphalt binder. The other alterative option would be 
to collect the excess waste oil (point of  entry) produce an awareness 
product, and reduce environmental impact through manufacturing 

and distribution of  the product.





     The first steps of  my material research 
began with the transformation of  waste oil 
into soap through the process of  saponifi-

cation (the hardening of  organic fat 
together with a mixture of  chemicals to 
create soap). Natural soap is usually made 
from pure oils and essential scents however 
to create soap using used cooking oil from 
my parents restaurant was something that 

was experiemented.
Lye (caustic soda), water, and waste oil was 
mixed together and certain temperatures 

to create a mixture that would later 
harden into soap. Organic materials were 
also added such as lemon and grapefruit 

peels to add natural fragrance.



Prototype-
Since the elements 
of  soap making was 
defined through 
materials research 
(heat, mixing, form-
ing, and cooling) 
the designing of  a 
cart or machine to 
manufacture soap 
was the goal. This 
prototype illustrates 
the process of  
soap making frm 
the standpoint of  
a manufacturing 
process.



After the prototype was 
fully constructed 
elements of  height 
width and weight came 
into question. Mixing 
mechanisms, heating el-
ements, molds for cool-
ing and mobility were a 
large concern. 



Throughout my user testing I 
visited and collaborated with 4 
different restaurants that all used 
deep fryers and produce various 
amounts of  waste oil. Soap was 
premade indoors from oil taken 
from restaurants but distributed 
in front of  the restaurant so as 
to seem as if  soap was produced 
in front of  the restaurant. 

















The final working prototype consisted of  a stove top for heat-
ing coagualted waste oil with an open flame. Glass jars for the 
transparency of  soap making as a manufacturing process.





Measuring marks were sandblasted onto the mixing container so 
that exact measurments of  different materials would be correct. 
The bottom line would be for water, the second for lye and third 
for the waste oil.







Individual wooden molds made from prefinished maple plywood 
slid into slots cut ontop of  the cart to hold them in place for 
pouring the soap mixture. After the mixture has cooled and cured 
the mold can be taken apart using simple butterfly screw 
hardware. The soap is taken out of  the mold and cut into slices.





A fold out cutting board is installed into the side of  the cart for 
mobility and collapsibility when needed. This is where the soap 
bars that come out of  the molds get cut.



After the bar soap has been cut into individual soap peices they are 
packaged into small cardbaord boxes that have been silkscreened 
with the SFWOI logo for branding and awareness. These boxes 
then stack up onto the side of  the mobile cart for display.







The section that holds the soap boxes also is a door that swings 
open to reveal more storage of  dyes and frangrances used in soap 
making. This area also holds the propane tank that is used to light 
the stove top above it. 



The individual soap boxes were all silkscreened by hand with the 
logo of  the project as well as a simple fact about waste oil in 
NYC. 





Sfwoi.com
AboutContact InfoHome Gallery Support Join

User Name

Password

Members

Members:

Dorado
Grey Dog NYC
Stand burger
University Diner

A proposed website to track and follow news on the SFWOI cart. SFWOI.com would be a hub
of  knowledge that can educate restaurant owners and people who are interested about the project. On the website

one can register their restaurant and give their waste oil to the sfwoi cart at certain times and in return get 
compensation from the soap sold.
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